


LAMBORGHINI SUPER TROFEO ASIA: 
A THRILLING RACE SERIES WHERE STARS SHINE!

The Lamborghini Super Trofeo Asia is a thrilling race series that features the Lamborghini 
Huracán Super Trofeo EVO race car. The series is held in Asia and features drivers from all 
over the world. With intense racing and fierce competition, this is what we thrive on.

Stars Monte Carlo is deeply involved in this competition, as Le Pneu by Stars.mc endorses 
two cars, and promote the champion driver Jonathan Cecotto.

Jonathan Cecotto



WHO ARE YOU 
JONATHAN CECOTTO
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Born in Munich, Germany. Jonathan Cecotto took the wheel as soon as 

age 4. 

He saw his father and older brother drive racing cars, that’s what trans-

mitted his interest and passion when he was little. 

His records as a driver are winning the Lamborghini world finals in 2019. 

Awarded as best Lamborghini Junior Driver in 2017 and racing worldwide, 

Jonathan is fuelled by passion.

Besides driving cars, Jonathan is also a renowned luxury yachts broker, 

leading Stars Yachting operations.

The Lamborghini Super Trofeo Asia is an international motor 

racing series that features the Lamborghini Huracán Super 

Trofeo EVO race car. The series is one-make championship 

organized by Lamborghini Squadra Corse. The 

series involves exclusively Huracán Super Trofeo 

Evo model cars in 3 continental 

series: Europe, Asia, and North 

America.

The Lamborghini Super Trofeo 

Asia is a relatively new series, 

having been launched in 2012. 

However, it has quickly become 

one of the most popular motorsport 

series in Asia. The series is held in a number 

of different countries, including Japan, 

China, and South Korea.



The Lamborghini Huracán Super Trofeo EVO race car is a purpose-built race car that is based on the 

Lamborghini Huracán street car. 

The car is powered by a 5.2-liter naturally aspirated V10 engine that produces 620 horsepower. 

The car is also equipped with a carbon fiber body and a six-speed sequential gearbox.
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The racing in the Lamborghini Super Trofeo Asia is intense and the competition is fierce. The races are typically 

50 minutes long and feature two drivers. 

The drivers must work together to achieve a good result.

The Lamborghini Super Trofeo Asia is a great way to experience the excitement of motorsport. 

The series is also a great opportunity to see some of the best race car drivers in the world in action.

THE RACING



The Lamborghini Super Trofeo Asia season typically runs from March to November.

The series has a total of six races.

The races are typically held on Saturdays.

The qualifying sessions are typically held on Fridays.

The races are typically broadcasted live.

MORE INFO



THE CHAMPION(S)
When it comes to competition, the Cecotto family is never far. 

It’s an understatement to say that Stars.mc was born in the pit-lane. 

We are fuelled by performance and we thrive for competition. 

After Johnny Senior’s legendary performances on a motorbike and 

then in Formula 1, and Johnny Jr’s breathtaking results in Formula 

2, it’s now the turn of Jonathan, the youngest (for the time being) of 

the Cecotto family drivers, to take the wheel and prove that excellence 

runs in their veins. 

We are happy and proud to support Jonathan and his team 
in his effort to drive his way up to success. 
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